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Olivia Barr, PhD Candidate & Senior Fellow, Melbourne Law School
o.barr@unimelb.edu.au
Olivia Barr is a PhD Candidate and Senior Fellow in the Melbourne Law School, University of Melbourne. Her research interests include the relations between different forms of lawfulness and the place of movement in a critical poetics and critical jurisprudence of the common law tradition.

Kathleen Birrell, PhD Candidate, Birkbeck College, University of London
k.birrell@law.bbk.ac.uk
Kathleen Birrell is a PhD candidate at Birkbeck, University of London. Her doctoral project is focused upon the animation of Indigenous subjectivities within textual imaginaries, both literary and juridical, particularly in relation to land and waters. Kathleen is presently undertaking research work at the Melbourne Law School, and has previously taught at Birkbeck.

Louise Boon-Kuo, PhD Candidate and Research Assistant, Sydney Law School
louise.boon-kuo@sydney.edu.au
Louise Boon-Kuo is a PhD candidate at the University of Sydney Law School. She also engages in refugee advocacy in various capacities. Louise’s research examines the policing of undocumented migrants in Australia. Her research interests include migration, policing, race politics, reimagining international criminal justice and critical legal theory.

Ruth Buchanan, Professor, Osgoode Hall Law School, Toronto
RBuchanan@osgoode.yorku.ca
Dr Ruth Buchanan (SJD, LLM UW-Madison, LLB UVic, JD Princeton) is currently on sabbatical from Osgoode Hall Law School, York University, where she is has been an Associate Professor since 2006. Her research interests include globalization, law and social justice, the relationship between international economic institutions and transnational civil society, law and development, and law and film.

Isabel Calvert
isabel.calvert@bigpond.com

Sarah Dehm, PhD Candidate, Melbourne Law School
dehms@unimelb.edu.au
Sarah Dehm holds a BA/LLB(Hons)/DML(Arabic) from the University of Melbourne. She currently works as a research assistant for the Social Justice Initiative, exploring theories of distributive justice in the context of climate change mitigation. Her PhD research will focus the use of law in discourses of development, security and migration in the Asia-Pacific region.

Peter Dirou, PhD Candidate, Melbourne Law School
dirou@ts.co.nz
Peter Dirou is a PhD student at the Melbourne Law School.

Catriona Drew, Lecturer, School of Law, SOAS, London
cd4@soas.ac.uk
Catriona Drew specialises in public international law. She teaches an undergraduate course on Public International Law with Special Reference to Asia and Africa in the Department of Law and International Law in the Centre for International Studies and Diplomacy.

Maria Elander, PhD Candidate, Melbourne Law School
m.elander@pgrad.unimelb.edu.au
Maria Elander holds a BA in Arabic and a BSS in Political Science from Uppsala University, and a MA in Human Rights Law from the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London. Before commencing her PhD candidature, she worked as a research assistant at the American University of Cairo. Her PhD research builds on feminist theory and psychoanalysis in a critical reading of the jurisprudence on sexual violence in international criminal law.

Luis Eslava, PhD Candidate, Melbourne Law School
lufe.eslava@gmail.com
Luis Eslava completed his undergraduate law degree at Universidad Externado de Colombia and his LLM at the Melbourne Law School. Luis has also completed studies in Community Development and Law and Economics. Focussing on the interaction between law, development and the international, Luis’s research explores issues of
global governance from the perspective of critical Third World subjects. In the last few years, Luis has published book chapters and articles in Colombian and international journals, including 'Decentralization of Development and Nation-building: Reconstructing Colombia from the Margins of Bogotá' in The Law and Development Review; 'Corporate Social Responsibility and Development: A Knot of Disempowerment' in Sortuz - Oñati Journal of Emergent Sociolegal Studies; and 'Occupation Law: (Mis)Use and Consequences in Iraq' in Contexto.

**Angus Frith, Senior Fellow & PhD Candidate, Melbourne Law School**

angus.frith@bigpond.com

Angus Frith is a PhD candidate at the University of Melbourne. His thesis deals with issues arising from the fact that Aboriginal corporations are locations where Indigenous and Australian laws and customs intersect. He is also a barrister practising in native title law on behalf of Aboriginal groups throughout Australia.

**Judith Grbich, Adjunct Associate Professor, Griffith Law School & Research Associate, Institute of Postcolonial Studies, School of Social and Political Sciences, University of Melbourne**

judith.grbich@bigpond.com

Judith Grbich is Adjunct Associate Professor, Socio-Legal Research Centre, Griffith Law School; Research Associate, Institute of Postcolonial Studies and Senior Fellow, School of Social and Political Sciences, Melbourne University. General Editor, *Australian Feminist Law Journal*. Judith researches in the areas of postcolonial theory, political theology, and critical jurisprudence.

**Laura Griffin, PhD Candidate, Melbourne Law School**

gla@unimelb.edu.au

Laura is currently completing her PhD at the University of Melbourne, based on ethnographic research of 'illegal' migrant domestic workers in South Africa. Her research interests include borders, migration, citizenship, globalisation, development, human rights, and gender.

**Mostafa Haider, PhD Candidate, Sydney Law School**

mhaider2@gmail.com

Mostafa Haider is currently a PhD candidate at Sydney Law School. His thesis title is: "Deconstructing the Agency and Institution of the Poor: Extreme Poverty in Bangladesh from a Global Perspective".

**Fleur Johns, Senior Lecturer, Sydney Law School**

fleur.johns@sydney.edu.au
Fleur Johns (BA, LLB (Hons) (Melb.); LLM, SJD (Harvard)) is a Senior Lecturer in the Faculty of Law, University of Sydney and co-Director of the Sydney Centre for International Law, teaching and publishing mainly in public international law and legal theory.

**Vik Kanwar, Assistant Professor and Editor-in-Chief of the JGLR, Jindal Global Law School, Delhi**  
vik.kanwar@gmail.com  
Vivek (Vik) Kanwar is Assistant Professor at Jindal Global Law School (JGLS) in India. He heads the Centre on Public Law and Jurisprudence (CPLJ) and serves as Editor in Chief of the Jindal Global Law Review. His research concerns the regulation of violence in public law and international jurisprudence.

**Jeffrey McGee, Lecturer, School of Law, University of Newcastle**  
jeffrey.mcggee@newcastle.edu.au  
Jeffrey McGee is Lecturer in the School of Law at the University of Newcastle and PhD candidate at the Graduate School of the Environment at Macquarie University, Sydney. He has a degree in Laws from the Australian National University and Masters in Environmental Studies from the University of Newcastle. Jeff teaches the Environmental Law and Public International law courses at the University of Newcastle. His research centres on interaction between different agreements within the international climate regime.

**Nesam McMillan, Lecturer in Global Criminology, School of Social and Political Sciences, University of Melbourne**  
esamcm@unimelb.edu.au  
Nesam McMillan is a Lecturer in Global Criminology at the University of Melbourne. Her research focuses on the international as a site of crime, law and justice. She teaches Masters and undergraduate courses in justice reconstruction after transition, terrorism and law reform.

**Shaun Mcveigh, Associate Professor, Melbourne Law School**  
smcveigh@unimelb.edu.au  
Shaun Mcveigh is an Associate-Professor and Director of the Jurisprudence of the South programme in ILLAH. He has a long time association with critical legal studies in Australia and the UK. Shaun has research interests in the fields of jurisprudence, health care, and legal ethics. His current research projects centre around three themes associated with refreshing a jurisprudence of jurisdiction: the development of accounts of a 'lawful' South; the importance of a civil prudence to thinking about the conduct of law (and lawyers); and, the continuing need to take account of the colonial inheritance of Australia and Britain.
John Morss, Associate Head of School (Research), Law School, Deakin University  
john.morss@deakin.edu.au  
John Morss grew up in London and has held teaching posts in the University of Ulster (in psychology), the University of Otago (Aotearoa/NZ) (in education) and Deakin University (in law). His current research is focused on conceptual issues in international law.

Jacqueline Mowbray, Lecturer, Sydney Law School  
 jacqueline.mowbray@sydney.edu.au  
Jacqueline Mowbray is a lecturer in the Faculty of Law at the University of Sydney. She also teaches on the European Regional Masters in Democracy and Human Rights at the Universities of Sarajevo and Bologna. She completed her PhD at the University of Cambridge in 2008.

Kevin Murray, Adjunct Professor, School of Art, RMIT University  
 kevin@kitezhand.com  
Kevin Murray is Adjunct Professor RMIT University, Research Fellow University of Melbourne and Adjunct Research Fellow Monash University. He was previously Director of Craft Victoria where he developed the South Project and the Scarf Festival. He has curated many shows, including 'Signs of Change: Jewellery Designed for a Better World'; 'the World of Small Things'; 'Symmetry: Crafts Meet Kindred Trades and Professions'; 'Water Medicine: Precious Works for an Arid Continent'; 'Guild Unlimited: Ten Jewellers Make Insignia for Potential Guilds'; 'Seven Sisters: Fibre Works from the West'; and 'Common Goods: Cultures Meet through Craft' for the 2006 Commonwealth Games. His books include 'Craft Unbound: Make the Common Precious' (Thames & Hudson, 2005). He is currently online editor for the Journal of Modern Craft and coordinator of the Craft Talk network and Southern Perspectives, a south-south intellectual network. His current projects include a history of Australian & New Zealand jewellery, the Southern Charms and Welcome Signs exhibitions.

Edward Paul Mussawir, School of Social and Political Sciences, University of Melbourne  
 edwardpm@unimelb.edu.au  
Ed Mussawir is a teacher and student of jurisprudence in Melbourne. He completed a PhD in 2009 titled 'Jurisdiction: The Expression and Representation of Law' which studied the work of Gilles Deleuze from the perspective of a theory of jurisdiction. He is interested in critical legal scholarship and the local sources of jurisprudence in Australia.
Peter Odhiambo, PhD Candidate, Griffith Law School, Brisbane
P.Odhiambo@griffith.edu.au
Peter Odhiambo was born in Kenya. His research interest is in exploring how international law interacts with international relations. He is completing his PhD at Griffith University Law School. Peter completed his undergraduate studies at the University of Malta, and worked conducting research and policy analysis with the Environmental Protection Agency in San Francisco. He has presented seminar papers at EPA and been guest lecturer at Golden Gate Law.

Yoriko Otomo, PhD Candidate, Melbourne Law School
yotomo@unimelb.edu.au
Yoriko Otomo is currently finishing her doctoral thesis at the Institute for International Law and the Humanities, Melbourne Law School. She has previously lived and worked in India, Cambodia and Hong Kong.

Sundhya Pahuja, Associate Professor, Melbourne Law School
s.pahuja@unimelb.edu.au
Sundhya Pahuja is an Associate Professor at the Melbourne Law School and Director of the Law and Development Research programme at the Institute for International Law and the Humanities. She teaches and researches in the areas of international law, law and development, globalisation and legal theory. She has recently co-edited Events:The Force of International Law (Routledge, 2010) with Fleur Johns and Richard Joyce and is the author of Decolonising International Law: Development, Economic Growth and the Politics of Universality (Cambridge University Press, forthcoming).

James Parker, PhD Candidate, Melbourne Law School
james.parker83@gmail.com
James has just begun the second year of his PhD at Melbourne Law School. His work considers the acoustic dimensions of legal theory and practice, and it does so through primarily by means of a case study: specifically, the ICTR’s recent prosecution of Rwandan pop singer Simon Bikindi for having incited genocide by means of his music.

Freddy Josep Pelawi, LLM Candidate, Melbourne Law School
f.pelawi@pgrad.unimelb.edu.au
Freddy Josep Pelawi is currently enrolled in the Master of Law (LLM) Program in the University of Melbourne. He has a Bachelor Degree of Law from University of Indonesia (Sarjana Hukum/SH) and has worked in the Government of Indonesia under the Directorate General of International Trade Cooperation, Ministry of Trade since 2006.
Walter Rech, PhD Candidate, Melbourne Law School
wlt.rech@gmail.com
Walter Rech graduated in philosophy from the University of Trento (Italy) and is currently doing a PhD at Melbourne Law School. His thesis focuses on the notion of an 'enemy of mankind' in the works of the Swiss international lawyer Emer de Vattel (1714-1767).

Gerry Simpson, Professor, Melbourne Law School
g.simpson@unimelb.edu.au
Gerry Simpson holds a Chair of Law at the University of Melbourne, and is a Visiting Professor of Public International Law at the London School of Economics and Political Science. He is the author of Great Powers and Outlaw States (Winner of the American Society of International Law’s Certificate of Merit in 2005) and Law, War and Crime: War Crimes Trials and the Reinvention of International Law. He is currently writing a history of war crimes trials.

Oishik Sircar, Assistant Professor & Coordinator Collaborative Programme on Law, Postcoloniality and Culture, Jindal Global Law School, Delhi
osircar@jgu.edu.in
Oishik Sircar is Assistant Professor and Assistant Director of the Centre for Penology, Criminal Justice and Police Studies at the Jindal Global Law School (JGLS) in Sonipat, India. He also coordinates the Collaborative Research Programme on Law, Postcoloniality and Culture at JGLS. He writes and researchers in the areas of postcolonial feminism, queer theory, migration studies and cultures of human rights.

Sharmin Jahan Tania, PhD Candidate, Macquarie Law School, Sydney
sharminjt@yahoo.com
Sharmin Jahan Tania is a PhD student at Macquarie University, Sydney. Her research topic is ‘Reassessing the Legal and Policy Issues Relating to Market Access: Sustainable Development of the Least Developed Countries’ in Focus’, where she examines market access issues of LDCs in areas of agriculture, non-agricultural products and services from a sustainable development standpoint.

Deborah Whitehall, PhD Candidate, Melbourne Law School
Deborah.whitehall@gmail.com
Deborah’s research uses the work of Hannah Arendt as a resource for reworking familiar metaphors of human rights in ways that reveal the transformative potential of Law. She is particularly interested in how social and political theory can be used to generate questions about women’s reproductive rights that reset the framework in which the options for reform might be considered. Deborah’s project reflects her ongoing interest in the tensions between rights discourse in international human
rights law and national law and the political and social trajectories in which human rights are given substance. Deborah has studied and taught law in Australia and the United Kingdom, and has experience in law reform, and as a solicitor in the public and private sectors.